
risk & opportunity management
Risk and opportunity management is essential to help us achieve our strategy. While entrepreneurship and innovation
are stimulated throughout the organization, there are measures in place to define the risk boundaries and opportunities
in steering our business in the right direction – especially in the current period of greater geopolitical uncertainties and
the challenging economic situation. This section provides an overview of our Risk & Control framework and its
effectiveness in order to substantiate our Risk & Control statement.

risk profile and risk management approach
We have a presence in both mature and emerging markets as well as in industries with varying degrees of economic and
regulatory development, market dynamics and competition. As a result, we are faced with continuous changes, which
may impact our risk and opportunity exposure. At the same time, a risk such as employee displacement due to an
economic slowdown presents new opportunities for some of our business lines, such as RiseSmart. Consequently, agility
and adaptability are key in our risk and opportunity management approach. We are committed to ESG, and therewith
constantly evaluate applicability of frameworks such as Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) and
legislation such as Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD). This evaluation includes the effectiveness of
implementing elements of such frameworks to reach our ESG objectives.

Our local-for-local business steering provides agility in converting risks into opportunities. We manage our risks and
opportunities through the boundaries defined by our risk appetite. Global policies and frameworks are then developed to
support local management in determining the best approach in light of local circumstances.
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A three line of defense model exists in our risk & opportunity management structure to provide sufficient independence
and objectivity over the process.

1st line
For risk & opportunity management the executive management (i.e. business leadership) of the
Markets are the owners of the operational and enterprise risks & opportunities.

2nd line
For risk management the specialist and expert Functions perform operational risk management analysis
in their area of responsibility. This includes Functions such as IT, Information Security and Data
Protection and Treasury. The Functions create policies and standard operating procedures that are
followed in the Markets. The Functions monitor and oversee the risk & opportunities and control
improvement requirements.

The business risk & audit partners facilitate the broader enterprise risks analysis on the Market level. In
which market’s management indicates top risks & opportunities and develops mitigating actions if so
needed. The business risk & audit partners consolidate the Markets risk views and associate actions, to
a global risk profile, which includes perspective of the operational risks derived from the Functions risks
& opportunity analysis. This is a shared responsibility between the expert Functions, business and the
business, risk and audit Function.

3rd line
For risk management the Business Risk & Audit leadership team challenges the operational risk
management practices of the Functions. The Business Risk & Audit leadership also challenges the
Functional operational and broader enterprise risk & opportunity positions of the Markets and Group.
Therewith attaining a calibrated Group risk & opportunity profile. This approach, interim outcomes and
final risk & opportunity overview are discussed with experts and ultimately with the Group Executive
Leadership Team. This provides the checks and balances over the quality of our risk & opportunity
management process.

The finalised risk & opportunity profile and related actions, including our approach to obtain that
insight, are reviewed by the Executive Board for final endorsement.

risk & opportunity management process



risk appetite
Our risk appetite is derived from our strategy and priorities, and is broken down into four risk areas. This framework is
designed to determine the risk appetite for identified risks.

risk management process assurance
To ensure our risk management processes are sufficiently and appropriately organized, we audit our risk management
processes in different ways. To give assurance over our risk management practices we have the risk management and
assessment process designed by our combined assurance practice (internal technical office) whilst our risk management
practitioners (business risk and audit partners) facilitate the risk management and assessment process. Obviously
operational line management and functional leaders remain responsible for identification and mitigation of risks. Thus
the process is conducted by multiple risk management practitioners and in various Markets, Regions and functions. To
ensure the design of our risk management process follows generally accepted techniques, we query new available risk
management theory/ techniques to benchmark our risk management process. We also compare the outcomes of the risk
management processes (the risk profiles) in the different Markets and Regions (internally), as well as with risks profiles
available from comparable companies in our sector.

The consolidated risk profile for Randstad group, that is, amongst others, compiled based on the risk profiles of the
Market and Regions, is reviewed half yearly by internal subject matter experts and compared with externally available
data. This helps to ensure that the risk profile as presented to, and discussed in, the Boards is a fair and appropriate
reflection of the current situation. As a final validation on the quality of the risk management process, a comparison is
made of the internally established risk profile with an AI generated risk profile, utilizing external data.

Regularly (every 2 to 3 years) we have had external expert companies perform an impact, risk and opportunity analysis
for Randstad, for the company as a whole or on particular areas. Both the methods used as well as the outcomes of
these exercises are always compared with our internal risk management processes, to ensure improvements are made to
our processes where possible.

From the above, there is an assurance process and a continuous improvement process in place over the quality of our
risk management processes.

For more information on Randstad’s risk & opportunity management, please refer to our 2023 annual report, page 132 to
145.

https://www.randstad.com/s3fs-media/rscom/public/2024-02/Randstad_annual_report_2023.pdf

